10 of them

10 of them

10 stories tall

10 stories tall

10 stories tall

100 of them

100 of them

100 stories tall

100 stories tall

3 of them

3 of them

3 stories tall

3 stories tall

3 stories tall

3-foot
ﬁngernails

50 of them

50 of them

6 inches tall

6 inches tall

9 feet tall

9 feet tall

Acid blood

Afraid of water

Agoraphobic

Allergic to all
animals

Armed with a
baconwrapped
baseball bat

Armed with a
barbed wore
net

Armed with a
cannon

Armed with a
catapult and
unlimited
livestock

Armed with a
cattle prod

Armed with a
chainsaw

Armed with a
crowbar

Armed with a
flamethrower

Armed with a
freeze ray

Armed with a
harpoon gun

Armed with a
lightsaber

Armed with a
live t-rex on a
stick

Armed with a
long electriﬁed
whip

Armed with a
machine gun

Armed with a
nail gun

Armed with a
poison-tipped
lance

Armed with a
portal gun

Armed with a
puppy musket

Armed with a
rocket
launcher

Armed with a
sadness ray

Armed with a
samurai sword

Armed with a
shotgun

Armed with a
shotgun that
shoots
shotguns

Armed with a
shrink ray

Armed with a
sniper rifle

Armed with a
superglue ﬁre
hose

Armed with a
tranquilizer
gun

Armed with a
trident

Armed with an
inﬁnite
sausage lasso

Armed with an
impenetrable
shield

Armed with
Lynx
body-spray

Armed with
catarangs

Armed with
Cupid's bow

Armed with
dynamite

Armed with
ghost pepper
spray

Armed with
holy hand
grenades

Armed with
nunchucks

Armer with a
bow and
unlimited
arrows

Balancing on a
circus ball

Being guarded
by the secret
service

Believes they
are invisible

Bionic

Bottom half is
_______ (draw
another
character card
from the deck)

Bottom half is
_______ (draw
another
character card
from the deck)

Bottom half is
_______ (play
another
character card
from hand)

Bottom half is
_______ (play
another
character card
from hand)

Bottom half is
_______ play
another
character card
from the deck

Breathes ﬁre

Can animate
dirt

Can become
any animal

Can become
mist while
holding breath

Can blow
200-mph
winds

Can breathe
underwater

Can clone self
but each clone
is half as
smart as the
previous

Can clone self
but each clone
is half the size
of the previous

Can change
into a _______
at will (pick a
character card
from your
hand)
Can control
gravity

Can change
into a _______
at will (pick a
character card
from your
hand)
Can control
hair

Can control
machines

Can control
opponent's
right hand

Can control
plants

Can create a
hologram of
self

Can dig and
run through
tunnels with
super speed

Can fly

Can fly but
only two feet
above the
ground

Can fly if
nobody is
watching

Can hold
breathe forever

Can kill with a
kiss

Can make a
force ﬁeld
while holding
breath

Can match
opponent's
size

Can only be
killed by
beheading

Can only move
by back
flipping

Can only move
when
opponent
moves

Can only see
movement

Can possess
opponent for
30 seconds
then gets very
tired

Can read
minds

Can run 200
mph but only
in a straight
line

Can see 3
seconds into
the future

Can stop time
while holding
breath

Can stretch
like rubber

Can summon
am army
internet trolls

Can summon
anything from
a hardware
store

Can take the
form of
anything the
touch

Can take the
form of
anything
water-based

Can teleport
but goes blind
for 10 seconds
after each use

Can throw
sticky bombs

Can turn into
any vehicle

Can turn
invisible while
singing snow
tunes

Can turn to
steel

Can walk
through sold
objects

Can't see

Can't stop
clapping

Can't stop
dancing

Can't stop
laughing

Can't stop
sobbing

Can't turn left

Carrying a
baby

Carrying way
too many
grocery bags

Catlike
reflexes

Clothes are
way too big

Clothes are
way too tight

Constantly
taking selﬁes

Controls a
tween army

Controls all
animals

Controls an
army of flying
monkeys

Controls
magnetism

Controls
weather

Covered in
eyes

Covered in
spikes

Distracted by
shiny things

Draw a
character card
as your
500-pound pet

Draw a new
character card
with one new
attribute as
sidekick

Draw a new
character card
with one new
attribute as
your sidekick

Draw and play
two random
attributes from
the deck
(discard this
card after use)

Driving a tank

Driving the
Popemobile

Draw and play
two random
attributes from
the deck
(discard this
card after use)
Duplicate one
opponent
attribute

Duplicate one
opponent
attribute

Eliminate all
attributes in
this ﬁght

Entire body is
very sticky

Everything
they touch
turns to
hummus

Explodes if the
stop moving

On ﬁre

Floating down
on a parachute

Frost breath

Handcuffed to
golf cart

Hands are
covered in
butter

Hands glued to
hips

Has a 6-foot
neck

Has a
battleship

Has a beard
made bees

Has a hostage

Has a magical
unicorn horn

Has a skunk
on a stick

Has a time
machine phone
booth

Has a voodoo
doll of
opponent

Has an
invisible cloak

Has an
invisible jet

Has feet
instead of
hands

Has hands
instead of feet

Has jellyﬁsh
instead of
hands

Has majestic
flamming
antlers
growing of
head

Has no bones

Has one tiny
baby arm

Has
telekinesis

Has tiny bird
legs

Has tiny t-rex
arms

Has two extra
arms

Has two peg
legs

Has vertigo

Has x-ray
vision

Heals 100
times faster
than normal

Horrible
self-esteem

I'm a berserker
rage

In a blimp

In a helicopter

In a hot air
balloon

In a jet ﬁghter

In a space suit

Inside a giant
hamster ball

Inside a giant
robotic _______
(draw a
random
character card)

Inside a giant
robotic _______
(pick a
character card
from your
hand)

Invisible

Is 1000 years
old

Is a baby

Is a belieber

Is a hoarder

Is a hypnotist

Is a piÃ±ata

Is a stuffed

Is a super
genius

Is a tween

Is amish

Is drunk

Is elderly

Is having a
really good
hair day

Is made of
guacamole

Is rabid

Is radioactive

Is really
hangry

Is really into
fonts

Is really really
good-looking

Is really really
stupid

Just drank ﬁve
energy drinks

Killed by water

Knows knug fu

Laser eyes

Lays exploding
eggs

Leeches
opponent's
health on
touch

Literal jazz
hands

Literally
wearing beer
goggles

Literally
wearing heart
on sleeve

Locked in a
antique diver's
helmet

Locked in a
shark cage

Long metal
claws pop out
of hands

Made of lava

Made of
mirrors

Made of paper

Made of sand

Made of stone

Megaﬁghter!

Morbidly
obese

Mustache can
stretch and
move at will

Narcoleptic

No arms

No depth
perception

No legs

On a jet ski

On a pogo
stick

On a segway

On a
velocipede

On stilts

Only has one
leg

Paciﬁst

Piloting an
attack drone

Pregnant

Really clumsy

Really really
has to pee

Relies on heat
vision to see

Relies on
sonar to see

Riding a battle
cat

Riding a
broomstick

Riding a
depressed
centaur

Riding a flying
narwhal

Riding a horse

Riding a
hoverboard

Riding a
motorcycle

Riding a war
elephant

Riding a
_______ (draw a
character from
the deck)

Riding a
_______ (draw a
character from
the deck)

Scissor hands

Screams
names of
attacks before
using them

Shoots acid

Shoots bees
from mouth

Shoots
blinding light
from hands

Shoots glitter

Shoots
laughing gas

Shoots
lightning

Shoots poison
darts from
nose

Shoots tear
gas

Shoots webs

Slows time
when eyes are
closed

Sonic scream

Sprays
neurotoxin

Steal one
attribute from
opponent

Steal one
attribute from
opponent
(discard this
card after use)

Steal one
attribute from
opponent
(discard this
card after use)

Steals
opponent's
abilities with a
touch

Stone gaze

Suffering from
delusions of
grandeur

Summons cats
to do bidding

Super
endurance

Super jump

Super strength

Swinging a
shark on a
chain

Thinks the
floor is
actually lava

Throwing
spears

Throws
200-mph
fastballs

Throws
antiques

Throws bears

Throws
burritos

Throws
ﬁreballs

Throws knives

Throws ninja
stars

Tongue can
stretch and
move at will

Top half is
_______ (draw
another
character card
from the deck)

Top half is
_______ (draw
another
character card
from the deck)

Top half is
_______ (play
another
character card
from hand)

Top half is
_______ (play
another
character card
from hand)

Top half is
_______ (play
another
character card
from hand)

Trapped in a
potato sack

Two extra legs

Unaffected by
impact

Used to be a
bear

Uses the force

Venomous bite

Walking twelve
wiener dogs

Wall-crawler

Wearing a
flaming tutu

Wearing a
impenetrable
tuxedo

Wearing a
jetpack

Wearing a
meat bikini

Wearing a
robotic
exoskeleton

Wearing a
scuba suit

Wearing a suit
of armor

Wearing a tin
foil hat

Wearing
cement shoes

Wearing
rocketpowered roller
skates

Wearing
sharpened
stilettos

Wearing skis

With a
prehensile tail

Reflects all
ranged attacks

With the
power... of
dance!

Wearing raping
shoes

Can swallow
anything whole

Has one very
strong arm

Laser nipples

Very drunk

Doesn't
understand the
concept of a
ﬁght

Allergic to
jokes

Has too many
problem
sheets due
tomorrow

With the
power... of
confusion

With the
power... to
confuse

Can turn into
anything that's
green

Just came
back from gym
and arms don't
work

Has unlimited
bags

Nunchuck
ﬁngers

Vegan powers
(Scott Pilgrim)

With an army
of Mexican
wall builders

B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B
B

Sneezes lava

Trapped in a
can

Has a can
opener

Transfers pain
to opponent

Nose bazooka

Rubber butt

Weakness to
sarcasm

Has a
smoothie that
heals all
wounds

Lactokinesis

Can turn
invisible when
noone is
looking

Invincible
when noone is
looking

Causes
earthquakes
by blinking

B
B
B

Seeing them
gives you a
papercut

B

B
B
B

B
B
B

B
B
B

